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DEAR Sm-I hand you herewith reports of Experimenta 
with Tobacco, lmade during the past year at Calhoun and Baton 
Rouge. Experiments at the former were begun several years 
since and have completely demonstrated the adaptability of our 
hill lands of North Louisiana to the profitable growing of the 
"yellow leaf" variety. With factories established in this section 
for the manufacture of plug and smoking tobaccoa, it will only' 
be a question of a few years before this crop becomes a staple 
one:throughout the hill lande of North Louisiana. Experiments 
were begun with cigar varieties last year at Baton Rouge under 
the immediate charge of Mr. E. B. Fitts, an expert from Connec-
ticut. They have so far been very satisfactory, and hopes are 
entertaiMd of ultimately growing the finest kinds of cigar tobao. 
cos upon the bluff lands of this State. 
\ 
I ask, that you publish the wit1'in 38 Bulletin No. 41. · 
Respectfully submitted, 
WILLIA.M 0. STUBBS, 
Director. 
PREFACE. 
In 1892 the culture of yellow leaf tobacco upon the hill 
lands of North Louisiana was inaugurated by the North Louis· 
iana Ex:periment Station at Calhoun. Investigations into the 
character ot soil necessary to produce this t.ype of tobacco had 
created the impression upon the authorities of this Station that 
the lighter lands of North Louisiana would grow successfully an 
excellent quality of wrappers and cutters. An expert was se-
cured from North Carolina, a model tobacco barn erected and 
experiments ·begun to confirm thiti opinion. Four years of care· 
ful experimentation have conclusively shown that profitable 
crops of excellent tobacco can be grown anywhere in the oak and 
pine uplands of this State. So convincing have been these re· 
suits that last year several hundred acres were grown by the 
farmers of this section, and the display made at the Atlanta Ex· 
position of specimens of yellow leaf, grown in Morehouse, Un· 
ion, Lincoln, Ouachita and Bienville parishes, and which attract-
ed the attention of manufacturers from all parts of the country, 
attest;ed its excellent quality. The exhibits from this State, 
though grown by men unaccustomed to this crop. and without 
experience in curing, were but little if any inferior in quality 
to those made from North and South Carolinas. 
The :first obstacle t-0 growing extiensively this type of tobacco 
in Louisiana was the· great distance from the manufactories of 
plug and smoking tobaccos of the country and the heavy ex· ... 
pense attending such long transportation. Again farmers are 
proverbially suspicious of commission merchants and hence the 
necessity of sending their products to far away markets, there to 
be classHled and sold by unknown commission merchants was in 
it.self a large fl\ctor in deterring them {rom engaging in this 
promising industry. It was therefore in the outset deemed ab· 
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'E!olutely necessary for the development of this new industry that 
local factories should be built which would purchase direetly 
from the farmers the raw material. Accordingly enterprising 
men in and around the v.illage of Calhoun, seeing this necessity, 
succeeded in raising the necessary capital, built a factory, im· 
ported manager and hands from North Carolina and began work: 
'They have now been in successful operation for nearly a year. 
This factory, with a present capacity of 1000 pounds per day, 
will probably be able this year to draw its entire supply from 
local farmers, and as the area of cultivation is enlarged will 
probably increase itB capacity. Other factories in other locali· 
ties are also in prospect and it is believed that the day is not far 
distant when the entire section from Monroe to Shreve11ort and 
.southward will be largely d'evoted to tobacco culture, and tob"acco 
factories will be found in every town and village. Indeed, suc-
cessful tobacco growing in North Louisiana may now be trans· 
·ferred :from the realm of experiment to the domain of accom· 
plished fact. Hence the experiments in tobacco at Calhoun the 
,past year (assuming the adaptabilit.y of this section to successful-
tobacco growing) were made to investigate subtler facts under· 
lying this industry. Which are best adapted to the be!:!t yellow 
1leaf, our sandy or red lands' What variety is best suited to our 
·wants' and what fertilizer is the most economical for large and 
1profttable crops' are the subjects investigated. The accompany· 
.fog report of Major Lee disousses these questions . 
• Bulletin No. 33, already issued, giving detailed instructions 
as to preparation of seed bed, planting, cultivation, topping, 
suckering and worming (which are applicable to both the yel· 
lO'Y' leaf and cigar types) can be furnished on application to me 
,at New Orleans, La. 
OIGAB TOBAOOO. 
' . As Major Lee in his report (see forward) says, the hills of 
'North Louisiana are not specially adapted to the growing of the 
"cigar type'' of tobacco. This type requires a more compact 
ioamy or clayey soil to produce the best result& ' The blutl'lands 
-Of the Oonnecticut river have long been famous for the cigar to· 
.bacco grown thereon. These .bluffil are quite similar in origlu 
and composition to those which line the Mi~issippi river both in 
this State and Mississippi. It was therefore believed that our 
bluff lands, possessing superior climatic conditions, would grow 
most excellent cigar tobacco, and a trial should be given them. 
Unlike yellow tobacco, tLere is a great local demand for this 
type by the numerous cigar factories of New Orleans and rP.mU· 
nerative prices will be cheerfully paid by them when acceptable 
Btocks are offered. Mr. E. B. Fitts, a graduate of Ston's .Agri· 
cultural College, Conn., a man with large experience in tobacco 
growing and curing, and lately attached to the Tobacco Experi· 
ment Station of Connecticut, was employed to conduct e:xperi· 
ments in cigar tobacco, at the State Experiment Station, Baton 
:Rouge. Field experiments were made both on the bluff and al· 
Juvial lands. The results from the former are eminently satis· 
factory, from the latter rather under expectations. Unfavorably 
seasons may have caused the disappointment. Suitable barns 
were erected, t~e different processes of curing were tried and 
the tobacco is now undergoing fermentati6n "in case" prepara· 
fury for manufacture into cigars. While much oUhat grown on 
the bluff lands is of excellent quality and is expected when offer-
ed on the,market to bring fine prices, that grcwn on the alluvial 
Jands is rather dark in color and coarse in texture. It now ap· 
pears that the conjecture that the bluff lands of this State can 
grow a type of tobacco fully equal in every respect with thai 
raised in Connecticut and Pennsylvania is about to be realized. 
This tobacco will be ready for manufacture iltto cigars early 
in the summer, and then the final test of merit will be establish· 
ed. It is gratifying to know that each ;of the three <'~ief ugri· 
cultural divisions of this State will grow its own peculiar type of 
tobacco. 
The alluvial lands have Jong been cele~rat€d for its peerlces 
"Perique." St. James pari~h, in this belt, grows and manufac· 
tures:yearly many thousand pounds of it. 
The bluff and prairie so}Js pi'omise a special fitness for the 
growth of excellent cf gar tobacco, while the pine hills of East 
Louisiana, and the oak and •pine hi11s of Norih Louisiana can 
•apply us with the finest varieties of the chewing and emoking 
\ 
0 t 
• 
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types. Profitable tobacco culture, it is believed, can therefore 
be carried on all over this State, the location determining the 
type to be grown. 
Farther on in this bulletin will be found the report of Mr.. 
D. N. Barrow Assistant Director at State Ex:periment Station, . 
Baton Rouge, giving details_ of experiments made by Mr. E. B. 
Fitts under his direction. 
A. careful peru.sa.1 of both report.a will repay all interested in 
tobacco culture. 
WM. 0. STUBBS, Director. 
. . 
·' 
; 
REPORT OF EXPERIMENTS IN TOBACCO 
-A.T THE-
NORTH LOUISIANA EXPERIMENT STATION CALHOUN, LA. 
BY MAJOR J. G. LEE, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR. 
The continued rains of May and June militated very much 
against successful tobacco gro·wing. The excessive moisture, not 
quickly dhposed of through a heavy and :rather impervious sub· 
soil, no.t only produced a non-vigorous growth, but al'30 pro· 
moted the fungus disease of tobacco commonly known as ''frog· 
eye." . The same conditions, with ·the bot sun of June, facilitated 
"field firing." The result was that both qua1ity and quantity 
were reduced, On a small area, where the soil was very loose 
and sandy, with a porous subsoil, , the tobacco was free from' 
the above attacks. 
The seed bed was prepared as in former years. The prepar· 
ation of soil, transplanting, 'cultivation, topping, suckering and 
worming, were performed substantially as described in Bulletin 
No. 33. The curing was performed in the barns of the Station, 
which have ~n described fully in previous bulletins. After 
curing the leaves were carefully "bulked down" for two or three 
months and then "handed" up according to grades. This must 
be done in damp weather when the tobacco can be handled with· 
out crushing in the hand. If preferable the tobacco may be sold 
in bulk. 
Experiments in the field were of three kinds, viz.: 1st, Land 
tat ; 2d, variety test; 3d, fertilize,,. test. Three plots of land, 
measuring one acre each, were selected for the experiments. 
Plot No. 1 was a red sandy soil, somewJiat tenacious, with 
red clay subsoil. Cigar varieties wer.e tested here. · 
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Plot No. 2 was a lighter, mulatto sandy soil with red clay 
subsoil. Bright long leaf types of tobacco were tested here. 
Plot No. 3 was a light grey sandy &oil with yellow clay 
sandy subsoil. A. bright type of tobacco was also tested here. 
A.s before stated the seasons were most ·unfavorable for to-
b&cco on account of excessive rains of May and June. Curing . 
began the last of July and ended the first week of September. 
The folJowing are the results ·:· 
PLOT NO. 1-'VARIE1.':Y TEST-:-FER'l'IliIZED. 
~ 8 8 .s Q) 
"' 
d ~ ·~ s ~ j ~f 'i . Q) .. ~ r~ j 'l:l tli:; 5: ~·§ .. • Q) • Q) 0 a~ ~~ ~o z Pot 
1 Sumatra .............................................. 2880 420 85 
2 Brazillian American .................. ; ................. 7500 960 87 ~Zimmer Spanish ...................................... 6600 960 85 
4 East H1ntford ..•. : . • • .. . . . .. . .. .. • • • . • • • • • • • • . . . . • . • • . 600\J 84P 86 
f> Landreth ... ... ..................... . .................. 7-140 !050 85 6 Harby ..•..••...••••••.•••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••• . 6120 llW 81 
7 Little Dutch. . . . . • .. .. .. • • . . . . .. .................... 6960 !:170 87 8 PenneylV11nia Seed Leaf .... ~ ........................... 85801110 87 
9 Imported Havana ........... ·~ ......................... 4260 660 84 10 Persian .................•••••...••.•...•••••...••••... 4500 810 82 
11 Oonneotiout Seed Leaf ................................. 6720 9"0 85 
12 P)lmpelly .••..••....••••........••.•••..•.••••.•.••.•. 5760 840 ~5 18 Comstock Spanish ........ . ............................ 6000 600 90 
The above was fertilized with a mixture consisting of cotton 
seed meal, acid phosphate, nitrate soda, dried blood, fish scr11ip, 
sulphate ammonia and sulphate potash at the rate of 360 pounds 
per acre in drill. Inspect\on of table shows that Harby and I 
Pennsylvania Seed Leaf equal and leading in cured tobacco, 
though the latter shows greater loss in curing, followed clo!!ely 
by Landreth, BraziJlian American, Zimmer Spanish and Oon· 
necticut Seed Le11f. The average of al! is 630 pounds. A.II 
show a large percentage of loss, due to sappy condition of plants 
from wet weather. Following are the same varieties without 
fertilizer : 
I o 
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PLOT NO. 1-VARmTY TESTS-WITHOUT FERTlLJZER. 
• Name Of Variety. 
----1----
1 Sumatra .................. , .................. , ........ 2640 860 86 i 
2 Brazillian American. ................................... 2880 540 81 a 
3 Zimmer Spanish .................................. .... . 6000 840 86 
4 East Hartford ••..••• . .••••••••.•••..• ••• . ; •••.••..••.• 3960 540 86 .S 
r; Landreth. ............................................. 4s20 540 ~Z 'i .~ 
6 Barby" . "" • " " , ., """"""" """ o oo o" "", ., 4820 680 OU ~ 
7 Little Dutch .......................................... 6040 690 86 l 
8 Pennsylvania Seed Leaf .. .... ......................... 6040 600 87 ~ 
9 Imported Havana. ..................................... 2040 300 85 e 
10 Persian. , ............................................. 8000 890 87 ti!. i:t 
· 11 Connecticut Seed Leaf . .... ................ , .... : ...... 5280 840 84 ·a 'ti 
12 Pumpelly ......................................... . ... 4080 510 86 =, 
31 Com&tock Spanish ...................................... 3120 480 84 4lj 
Zimmer Spanish and Connecticut Seed Leaf lead, followed -
by Little Dutch, Harby and Connecticut Seed Leaf. The average 
production is 558 pounds. 
In other States, notably Connecticut, as much as 2000 t<> 
3000 pounds of fertilizer has been applied per acre with profit. 
Therefore to test this ·question on these ~oi1s ~he following qnan· 
tity tests were inaugurated. The same complete fertilizer UBed 
above was used in these experiments. Zimmer Spanish, Ba.tbYt 
Little Dntch and Pnmpelly were the four leading cigar varie· 
ties flelected. For every quantity test there i& a no manure test,. 
Following are the resulls : 
I ' ' 
PLOT NO. 1-QUANTITY i'ERTILIZER TEST. 
Name of Variety. 
.e 
J j j Quantity of .S .S 
fertilizer per ~ 2! al f ~ 
acre. f;h~ g: ~.~ ,S 
.!lz&~~a ~ --·--·--------·-- ----~-~ ~ ~ 1 Zimmer Spanish •••••••••••••••••••.•••••• 720 pounds.. ?920 1050 86 
2 " " .......................... No manure.. 3680 860 90 
8 " " .......................... 1080 pounds. 9360 1200 87 1· 
4 " " .......................... No manure.. 47'0 600 117 
5 " " .......................... 1440 pounds. 11340 1740 84 · 
·6 " " ••••••.• • ••••••••••••••••• No manure. . 3800 450 ~6 ~ ~ Harby ............. ; ...... • ............... ?20 pounds. . 7680 1080 85 ~ 
8 " ...................... . ............. No manure.. 4620 600 87 11 
9 " • .. .. .. . • • • • • • • . • .. • • • • .. ......... . 1080 pounds. 8160 1231 84 ~ l~ " .................................... No manure .. 4620 
1
s1g 88 ~ 
l " .............. . ..................... 1440 pounds 10200 56 84 !i1 
12 " , •.•.......••..••••••••••••••.•••...• No manure. . 4140 540 86 S 
13 Little Dutch .............................. 720 pounds.. 7860 900 88 d 
14 •• •• ........................••.... Nomannre . . •080 480 98 .... 
15 " " ..... . ........................ 1080 pounds. 9480 990 89 "g 
16 " " .............................. No manure .. 4560 4:...1() 90 I§ 
t.'.1' " " ............................... 1440 pounds. 12000 1140 90 I 
18 " " ......................... . ... No manure.. 4680 450 90 a. 
19 Pumvelly. . . . • . • ..•..•.•.••••••••...... 720 pounds. . 76:30 1020 86 ~ ~O " ................................ No manure.. 40-!0 480 88 :ii 
:21 " ................................ 1080 pounds. 8880 1230 86 ., 
22 " ................................ No manllre.. 4440 450 89 = 
'.23 " ................................ 1440 pounds. 10560 1290 87 ~ 
24 " ...•••.•.••••••••• : ••••••...•••• No manure.. 5280 540 89 
Insp~ction of above s~ow a good profit with every increase. 
Experiments will be continued along this line. The rainy sea-
son may have helped these results, and until further confirma-
t.ory results are obtained no conclusions will be announced. As 
previously stated Plot No. 2 was a lighter mulatto sandy 
.soil, with red clay subsoil, on which was planted bright leaf 
types of tobacco. 
The fertilizer was the same used on cigar varieties above, 
-viz.: Oonsisting of a mixture of cotton seed meal, nitrate soda, 
:eulphate ammonia, dried blood, fish scrap, acid phosphate and 
-salphate potash at rate of 360 pounds per acre. Following are 
the resalts o,c variety tests : 
I 
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PLOT NO. 2-VARmTY TESTS ...... FERTILIZED. 
Name of Variety. 
- -----------
------,---1----
1 White Stem Oron11ko .................................. 46PO 780 83 
2 Granville Yellow ...................................... 4560 780 82 
8 Bullion . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••••.••......•••• 4560 750 SS 
4 Little Oronoko ........................................ 4920 .750 84 
5 Tuckahoe ............................................. 6000 940 84 
6 Oak Htll Yellow .••••••••• , •••••••.•••...•.. . •••••...•. 4320 690 84 
7 Yellow Pryor. . . . . . • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . . . • . • • • . • ', , , ••• 41"60 900 81 
8 Kentucky Yellow ..... ! ................................ 486U 840 82 
9 ltagland's Improved .................................. 41160 780 82 
10 White Burley ......................... . .... : .. ........ 5640 780 86 
11 Lacks ......••••••...••••.•••.••••••••.••.•.....•..... 5520 930 SS 
12 Hyoo ................................................. 4800 690 85 
13 Conquerer ............................................ 4:180 600 86 
14 Sweet Oronoko ........................ : ....... .' .•.•... 8840 690 82 
15 Long Leat Gooch ...•........•••••.••.•••••• , •••••••••• 8960 750 81 
18 Ragfond's Improved Yellow Orinoco .• · ••••••••.••••••••. 2260 &JO 83 
17 Saftrano ...•....•••.•.•••.•••.•••. ·: . ....••••••........ 5340 870 83 
18 Hester ......•••.•••.•.•••••.••••••••....•••••......... :>160 960 81 
Hester leads, followed closely by Tucbaboe, Lacks apd Yel· 
low Pryor. All the Oronokos, Hester, Conquerer, Oak Hill Yel· 
low, Hyco and Long Leaf Gooch and Ragland's Improved mor& 
readily and uniformly cured., bright yellows. Tht> average was 
'188 pounds per acre. 
I I 
·' 
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PLOT NO, 2-VARIETY TEST-WITHOUT FERTILIZER. 
Name ot Variety. 
1 White Stemmed Oronoko .............................. 3060 54.0 82 f 
l Granville Yellow .....•••...•••...•••.•••••••••••.•••... 4380 720 8'3 j 
3 Bullion.··•· ......••.••.••............. ·.· .••..••••••.. 3840 1170 85 1· 
4 Little Oronoko . • . . • • • • • • . . • • . • • . . . • . . • • • • • • • • . . • . • • • . 3840 . 570 85 
5 Tuckahoe ............................................. 3600 570 84: ~ 
6 Oa.k Hill Yellow ................... .' ............. . ..... 2760 890 ~5 a .S 
7 Yellow Pryor ..••.••.•••••••••••••.•••••.•..••••.••••.. 3840 570 85 .Ell 
8 Kentucky Yellow ...................................... 2880 420 85 'i. 
9 ~land's Im prov~ ................................... 3240 480 85 l!I 
10 White Burley ..•.•..•.••••••.............•.••.•....•... 2880 360 8'1 S 
11 Lacks ................................................ 3428 4~0 1:!5 i.: 
12 Hyco ............................. 1 ••••••••••••••••••• 28e0 36 8~ .& 1i 
18 Conquerer ..........••..•..•..•.••..........••..•..... 3660 540 So t>O 
14 S.weet Oronoko ........................................ 2240 890 82 l i:s 
15 lJQng LMf Gooch .• , ................................... 3420 570 85 ..... 'a. 
16 Ra1tland's Improved Yellow Oronoko ..••••••••......••.. 2760 540 85 i ~ 
17 !::!a.ftrano .............................................. 2820 360 87 ·-
• 18 Hester .. .................. .. .......................... 3 l80 660 79 ~ 
Granville Yellow leads, followed closely by Hester, Bullion, 
Little Oronoko, Tuckahoe, Yellow Pryor and Long Leaf Gooch. 
The average yield without fertilizer was 505 pounds per acre. 
In the following table will be found quantity tests with Hester, 
Conquerer, Ragland's Improved, Ragsland's Improved Yellow 
Oronoko and White Burley, bright leaf types. Fertilized same 
as above. 
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PLOT NO. 2-QUANTITY TESTS-BRIGH'l' LEAF TYPES. 
-.s ~ ~ E! 2 j ,. j Quantity of s ~. j Name of Variety. . fertilizer per Q • a! qi Q) Qi Q) 
acre. ~~ .... Jti0 ~ 'S g ~ Q ~ 
' 
. ~ 
r.O ~ f= ~ ~~ J 
-
~ -------
1 Hester ................................ ... . No manure.' .•. 2580 
;i "'1.:: . 
420 83 
f 2 " ....... · ... 1••···············•6••• • 720 pounds .. .. 6060 990 R3 
!3 .. No manure .... 34.1:0 510 85 ............... ~ ................... 1: " .......... .. ..................... ... IO>ID pounds ... 5040 720 85 " ··································· No manure ..•. 1620 270 83 16 " 1440 pounds ... 46d0 94.0 7!1 I • • • • • •" • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 7 Conquerer ............................... No manure .... Sl:iOO 480 es 
'8 ., ................................ 720 pounds. . . . 5280 930 82 f9 .. 
································ 
No manure .... 3310 540 83 
10 " 1080 pounds ... 5880 960 83 ................................ 11 " No manure ... 2460 390 84 ································ $ 12 .. 144.0 pounds. . . 6600 1020 84 
13 &gland's· i~p~;~d '. : '. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : '.: : : Fo mauure .... 2160 330 84 ~. H ,, ,, ...................... 720 pounds . ... 4ti20 930 79 
15 " " No manure ..•• 1620 230 tl3 ! ...................... 16 " ,, ······················ lOt!U pounds ... n04.0 840 83 17 " " ' No manure. ;,. 1890 300 84: "" ...... ... ............... ..d 18 H " 1440 pounds ... 64&0 1260 80 tlC 
19 Ragland's Improved Y~ii~.;.· Or~~~k~::::::: No manure .... 2460 3UO 84 ·s:: 
20 " " " " 720 pound11 .•.. 4740 720 84 ~ 21 " " • " " No manure .... 11'90 300 84 I 2'2 " .. " ,, ....... 1080 pounds ..• 6720 lllO 83 23 " " ti ti ....... No manure .... 1380 210 84 4 " " .. " 1440 pounds . .. 6360 1140 ~ j 2G White Burley ••..••••....••••••••• : : : : : : : No manure., .. 1~00 180 85 26 " " l 720 pounds .• : . 3360 570 83 ............................ 
'r1 .. " : ••••••••••••••••••••••• J •••• No manure .... 2280 270 88 
28 " " 10,..0 pounds ... 624.0 930 ~l ···························· " " ... ........................ . No manure .... 600 120 30 " " •..•.•••••• . ••••• . •••••••••. 144.0 pounds ... 701:'0 10'20 
Ragla.nd's Improved. Yellow Oronoko and White B11rley 
show decided gains with the increase o.f fertilizer, while others 
do not. Considerable loss was occasioned in these experiments 
from "1ield firing," and resulte are therefore inaccurate. The 
following is a fertilizer test with Ragsland's Improved Yelluw 
Oronoko tobacco : 
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PLOT NO. 2-FERTILIZER TESTS. 
' 
~ . g 0 .s . . J .. ~ -~ :8. s 
-Q) i:l. Kind of Fertilizer Used per Acre. d . 'i Qi Q) ~ Q) f .... Jee j Q) ~ g~ .... !iO ... 8·~ 0 • Q) ai 8. ~ ]i::. ;S ~g ~ Pol 
- -- - -
1 160 pounda Nitrate Soda ......... : .................... 4440 740 SS ] 2 { 160 pounds Nitrate Soda. ••.· ............ • .. • .. .. .. 4640 780 SS 160 pounds Acid Phosphate. ........................ 
.a ~ 160 pounds Nitrate l:!oda ........................... 1 .d 
3 160 pounds Acid Phosphate.... ...... •• ... .. .. .. .. . 5240 690 86 
.§ 60 pounds Murie.te Pote.i.h. . . . . .. • . .. . • • . . . . • . • .. .. \ 
{ 160 pounc\s Nitrate Sode. ...•.•.........••.••.••••.• I ~ 4 160 pounds Acid Phosphate ..•....•••••••• ~.. • . • • . • ( 5600 900 84 240 pounds Xainite ............................. , . . \ ~1 16-0 pouu"' Nitmto ""'". • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ! f 6 I 160 pounds A.cid Phospbe.te ... .. ••••••• , • • • • • • • . • • • . 5040 1300 74 
140 pounds Cotton Seed Hull A.shes .••• , ••••••...... 
86 ti 6 No manure .......................................... 1720 240 l 160 p~od• Nit»to Bodo ••••••••••••••••••••••• •••• 1 740 ~.s 7 160 pounds Acid Pho;,bate. . . . . . . • • . • . • • . . . . . . . . . • • 5160 86 11 60 pounds Sulphate otash ........................ I 1~0 pounds Sulphate Ammonia ..................... 
8 260 pounds Acid Pho~hate. . • .. • . . . . . • • . • • • • • .. • • • • 5040 760 84 2 
60 pounds Sulphate otash .••• ...... ....•••.••.... ~ l ''° pound• Drlod Blood •••••.••••••••••••.••••••••• ~ .a 9 160 pounds Acid Pho'1cbate. . • .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . .. • .. . 4480 'i30 SS ... 
60 pounds Sulphate otash . . . .. • ........ • .•••.•... ~ 
340 pounds Cotten Seed Meal .••.•.••....•......•••. J 10 ~ 160 pounds A.cid P~o'1ibate., • • . • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . 4440 690 84 60 pounds Sulphate otasb ........................ . 
No. 5 leads, followed by No. 4. The others are reJativeJy 
cl~e. The excesses of all potashes over Nos. 1 and 2, where no 
potash 1was used, is 70 pounds, while 2 over 1 it 40 pounds. 
Potash in form of cotton seed hull ashes has given best re@ulte, 
Kainite second. Four potashes, viz.: Experiments Nos. 3, 7, 9, 
and 10, show no increase over Nitrogen alone in e:x periment 
No. 1. On contrary, experiments 3, ~ and 10 show loss. 
The experiments indicate emphatically that nitrogen is 
needed to grow tobacco successfully in these soils. That phos-
phoric acid iu smaller quantities is needed. That potasb may 
or may not be required. The loss of tobacco here from " field, 
firing" was considerable and reduced expected yields. 
Plot No. 3 embraced the typical gray sandy soil oC North 
Louisiana, with yellow clay sandy subsoil. The Hester variety 
was planted here. The object was to determine the value of 
cotton seed meal (vegetable nitrogeµ) as compared with nitrate 
soda and sulphate ammonia (mineral nitrogen); dried blood and 
:fish scrap (animal nitrogen), the actual amount of µitrogen per 
acre being the same. , Common to each experiment &nd in equal 
amounts was acid phosphate and sulphate of potash. A quantity 
tel:it is also included in ihe experiments, with a no manure in-
tervening to get the natural capacity of the sQil. This plot suf-
fered more from excessive moisture than any other, being the 
last set out, the plants· were slow tO grow and suffered from 
"field :firing" throughout. Results are not satisfactory or con-
clusive. Following are t:he results : 
PLO'!' NO. 3-VEGETA.BLE VS. MINERAL AND ANIMAL !\ITROGENS-
FERTILIZER AND QUANTITY TESTS. 
.e 
] 
Kind)nd Quantity of Fertilizer Used Per Acre., 
~ 400 pounds Cotton Seed Meal ~ 2212 Sri ) 1 200 pounds Mid Phosphate.. Vegetable Nitrogen .•••••. 320 
1 120 pounds Sulphate Potash. 610 2 No mao11re .........•...........•.••••.•.••.••.....•••. Bl! 87 ~ 8' '0 pounds Cotton Seed Meal ~ 
S 200 pounds Acid Phosphate .. ~Vegetable Nitrogen .•••.•. 2968 452 82 J 120 pounds Sulphate Potash. / · 
4 No m~ure ......... : . ................................ 697 92 87 ... 
{ 60 po••" Drloi Blood ••••••• } i 60 pounds Fish Scrap .•...... ,.Q 
5 60 pounds Nitrate SodiL .. •... Anim
al and Mineral / 700 110 84 i-60 pounds Sulphate Ammonia Nitrogen .••.•.•.... j 
·5 200 po ands Acid Phosphate ... 
120 pounds Sulphate Potash ... "' 6 No mnoure .. .................................... , ..... 697 92 87 
I r 120 pounds Dried Blood .••••• · 1 ' 120 pounds Fish Scrap ...••... 1 t 120 ponn .. Nitm .. S.d• . •.••• f Anim•I "'' Min<>ml l 700 80 84 120 pounds Sulphate Ammonia Nitrogen ....... , •.. 200 pounde Aci<t PhoiJ:hate .•• J 120 pounds Sulphate otash. ~. 410 61 85 8 . No manure ..•.•••.•...•...•........••. , .......•...•.. 
The re3ults above are so near a complete failure, especially 
the last half, being set out late, that deductions are not war-
ranted. 
... 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
are, that our light, sandy soils will produce the bright leaf types 
of tobacco to perfection. 
That our soils are not well adapted to cigar tobacco. 
That Hester, Ra.gland's Improved Yellow .Oronoko, Con· 
querer, Long Leaf Gooch and Hyco are th~ best varieties of the 
bright leaf type. 
That the old pine fields of North Louisiana can be reclaimed 
in producing these types of tobacco, and that with liberal fer-
tilizing good profits are sure. 
That skm, care and attention are reqnire<l by the crop. 
That any intelligent farmer can become a successful curer 
and raiser. 
That to'6acco should become· a staple crop of North . Louis· 
· iana . 
.A. word to farmers : The Station again recommends the 
farmers of North Louisiana to raise the bright leaf types 'of to-
bacco, for experiments at this Station for the past four years, 
and experiments by individual farmers in the past year, have 
demonstrated that such types can be grown most profitably. 
(luring harps have been erected the past year in Morehon~e, 
Ouachita, Jackson, Lincoln, Union, Caddo and DeSoto parishes, 
and it is encouraging to state·tha.t success beyond expe~tation, in 
curing, has been achieved in nearly every instance, thus prov· 
ing what the Station has claimed, that the farmers, by the appli-
cation of intelligence to their work, may become expert tobacco 
<inrers. It is with special pride and pleasure that the Station 
refers to the complimentary references made and to the awards 
of merit given, not only to the leaf tobacco exhibit' at the A.t-
lanta Exposition (made by Mr. E. L. Gladney. of I14orehouse, 
Messrs. Fuller & Enloe, of Lincoln, and the Station), but also to 
the manufactured tobacco, plug and smoking, exhibited there by 
the Calhoun Land & Tobacco Co., the latter having been award· 
i!d a silver medal. This should delight and encourage all Louis· 
fonians. This convinces more than anything previous that 
Louisiana e.<'cels in her natural and manufactured tobacco. Let 
us glory in the great resources of our State and encourage their 
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development. The ultimate good, by way of immigration, tbe-
e:rbibit may .do for Louisiana is be.yond reckoning. On our part 
let us remember that the soil and climate are ours-and these 
are most favorable-and that skill and intelligence is the price 
of success. 
. . 
\ 
·" 
REPORT OF 
EXPERIMENTS IN CIGAR TOBACCO 
-AT THE-
STATE EXPERIMENT STATION, BATON ROUGE, LA., 
BY D. N. BA.RROW, ASSISTA.NT DIRECTOR. 
With the low prices prevailing for cotton la.st year it was 
deemed advisable to try and find some substitute a.s a cash crop. 
Previous experiments on a small scale, together with the simi· 
la.rity of these bluff soils to the tobacco lands of the Connecticut 
valley, led to the. conclusion that in cigar leaf tobacco might lie 
the solution of this problem. Arrangements were accordingly 
made to make a thorough teet of this question. An expert to· 
bacconist f11om Connecticut was engaged, seed beds for three 
acres of tobacco were planted, and a large barn 30 :x: 50 x 20 feet 
erected for curing. One portion of this barn was equipped with 
Snow's stick process of curing. The culture of cigar tobacco is 
similar to that given to bright leaf. How to make seed bed, to 
plant and cultivate the crop has been exhaustively treated in 
Bulletin No. 331 so a repetition here is hardly needed. But the 
objects aimed at are essentially different. In a bright leaf to· 
bacco a thick, heavy leaf is desired, wherea8 the cigar tobacco 
must be of a thin, silky t£xture. By jtopping low all the sub· 
stance is forced into the leaf of bright leaf tobacco. On the 
other hand, the cigar tobacco is allowed to make all the leaves it 
will and only topped when the eeed bud shows. The prevention 
of damage to the leaf by worms is important with both types, 
, but a small hole or two in bright leaf is considered slight injury. 
On the other band, the absence of any bole or blemish is essen· 
tial to a prime cigar wr .. pper. For this reason every effort 
I 
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should be made to prevent injury to the leaf. Poisons, lamps, 
etc., are aids in controlling the worm, but no one should plant 
cigar tobacco who does net intend ha~d picking. It is the small 0 
worm· that does the most damage. h.s soon as the egg hatche& 
the little fellow cuts a hole al:fout as big as a pin's head into the 
leaf. If the leaf is still immature the hole grows as the leaf in· 
creases in size and assumes an ultimate size frequently as large 
asa silver dollar and the leaf is thus greatly injured as a wrapper. 
, 
HARVESTING. 
Cigar tobaccos are usually cured on the stalk. When the-
majority of the leaves are ripe the stalk is cut down and followed 
to wilt. It is then hauled to the barn. lCere, by means oi 
needles (sharp pieces of iron made to slip over the end of the 
I 
laths) it is strung, head downward, on lathing H x ti 4 feet 
long. 
CURING. 
These laths, each with six or eight stalks strung upon it, 
are then hung in the barn by means of tier poles and allowed to. 
air cure. 
OUR BARN 
is 30 by 50 feet width, 20 feet eaves. The boxing is of one inch 
plank nailed upright and joints battened. Every third plank in 
this siding is hung with three 6·inch strap hinges to its neigh-
bor, so that it can be opened like a long door. When closed it 
, is held by a button and the cracks are battened on the inside. 
The roof is covered with shingles projecting one 'foot over the 
eaves and is provided with a 3 x 12 feet ventilator that can be 
opened or closed at will. The interior is provided wi~h i- l'QW ~r 
6 x 6 posts down the centre placed ten feet apart. Between 
these (six feet from the ground and four feet apart above) are 
secured pieces 4x 6 for the tier poles to reet upon. These tier 
poles are 4 x 4 pine 16 feet long and are laid across the barn 
every four feet, the end towards the wall redting on 4 x 4s secure-
ly nailed to the siding. Past experienc& bad shown that dnring-
the prevalence of some of our damp spells air curing tobaoo<> 
was apt t.o spoil. To avoid this two common 28 inch st.oves for 
I 
r 
I 
• 
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wood were placed in the barn to expel moisture during damp 
weather. Twelve by twenty feet of this barn was closed in and 
provided with Snow's flues, sticks, etc., and the remaining 12 x 
20 feet was used as a packing and assorting room. 
STRIPPING AND ASSORTING. 
After the tobacco is cured, which during dry weather, 
should be in thirty days after being placed in the barn, it is thed 
ready for stripping and ass1Jrtiog. Tobacco should never be 
stripped until thoroughly cured. This -can readily be ascer-
tained by the snapping of the mid rib when the leaf is dry. Tt 
is not, however, necessary to wait until the stalk is dry. Before 
removing from the lath for stripping the tobacco should be in 
condition, that is, moist enO\'gh not to break when handled. It 
is welrto emphasize here the fact that tobacao should never b& 
handled unless it is in condition, for su!}h bandlina will surely 
injure it. It can be brought into condition generaily by leaving 
all openings open .over night. When taken down the leaves 
should be sttipped from the stalks, made into bundles· of 50 to 
60 pounds and wrapped in paper and tied. This is best done by 
having a box one foot wide, one foot deep and four to five feet 
long. Lay three of four strings across tbi'3 abd press the paper 
in. As the leaves are stripped lay them in the box ou the paper, 
butts out, aud lapping three or four inches. Press them in 'with 
the knee and when the box is full wrap the paper over the top, 
tie the strings tight and rem,ove the whole package, It will 
then be in the form of a bale, easily handled, and the paperlwill 
prevent its drying out too rapidly. Tobacco should be assorted 
as soon after stripping as possible. This is done by carefully 
examini~g each leaf and placing it in di:tl'erent piles according tc:> 
its grade. 
GRADES. 
There are quite a number of grades known llo the expert. 
For the rarmer four grades, first and second wrappers, binders 
and fillers are sufficient. 
First wrappers consist of leaves of a very lh~ht chocolate 
color, free from holes or blemishes of any kind, small veined and 
of a th'in, silky, strong texture. 
. . 
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Second wrappers have all the requirements of first.a except 
that they are darker. 
Binders constit~te all leaves that would fall into either of 
the above grades except for holes and slight blemi'!lhes. 
Fillers constitute the refuse from the other grades. 
This work of grading sboul'd be very carefully done, and 
where possible it would be be better to employ an expert po do it. 
In doing it always give the lower grade the benefit of the doubt, 
for a few bad .leaves will lower the price of the whole lot . 
.A.s soon as each bale is assorted do the grades into hands of 
ten to twelve leaves and rebale and cover so as to conserve 
moisture. The bands are made by twisting a filler leaf around 
the butte of the leaves. .A.s Sl)On as you have 300 to 350 pounds 
of a grade assorted it is ready for 
OASING ~D FERMENTATION. 
• Tb~ cases are strongl~ made boxes 2! feet wide 2! feet high 
and long enough to accommodate two bands with tip~ lapping 3 
to 4: inches and leaving an inch free at the ends. They can be 
made of any light} seasoned one inch plank dressed on both 
sides. The material should not be pine or any wood liable to 
impart a smell. In this section cypress is preferable. Make the 
sides, bottgm and ·top tight but leave a quarter inch crack in 
each end for access of air during fermentation. Lay the tobacco 
in, carefully pulling the leaves so they will not be doubled up, 
and tramp it firmly while filling. Put guards on the side of the 
case and till a foot abl)ve the edge. Then by means of a jack· 
screw or lever and follower press it down into the box an inch 
or two below the :ed~e. Allow the pressure to rflmain for an 
hour or so, then relieve and nail up the case securely. Place 
the case on i~ side where there will be no moililture and leave the 
rest to nature. If the weather fs warm and the t.obacco was not 
too dry, in a short while the temperature of the encased tobacco 
will rise, fermentation sets in, and whee. this ceases (from two to 
tbr9e month 1) your crop is ready for a buyer. When casing 
avoid wo much moisture, for this is apt to cause rot. The to· 
bacoo should handle easily, bat it is better to put it in the case 
too dry t)lan with an excess of moisture. In this matter as with 
• 
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many others in tobacco culture judgment and expel'ience are the 
only guides. , 
The experimenta conducted on this Station were of three 
kinds: 
First. A test of varieties. 
Second. An effort to learn tae best kinds and quantities of 
fertilizers. I • 
1 Third. A test of different methods of curing. -
Besides that grown on the Station; an acre of alluvial land 
one mile below the city of Baton Ronge was planted in tobacco, 
the object being to test the adaptability of both alluvial and bluff 
lands to this crop. 
On the Station proper, Plot 15 waa devoted to the testing of 
varieties. It was somewhat late in the season when it was de· 
cided to devote so much to tobacco, and this, coupled with the 
wet spring which delayed the preparation of the seed beds, 
caused these varieties to bA put o'ut rather late. Whether it was 
due to this delay or some other camie, the plants on this plot did 
very poorly. Hence these results can hardly be considered & 
test. The following are the yields : 
PLOT 15-V.A.RIETIES.-EACH EXI'ERIMENT OF SAME .A.REft.. 
Variety. 
Connecticut Seed Leaf. • • • • . . . • • • • • • • ••••••••••.•••••••••••••••.•• 
Pennsylvania Seed Leaf. •.•..••••••••••••••••••......••••• . ....•... 
General Grant ................................................ , ... 
Brazilian American... • . . • • .. .. .. . ....... : •.. , ................... . 
Pumpelly .•.•••••....•••••••.•••••••...•.....•..•••••••••••••••.•• 
Big Havana. .........•........ '- .........................•......•.. 
Havana Seed Leaf ............................................... .. 
Choice Havana .................................................. , . 
Partidas (Havana) .•••• , ••• , ••...•.••.. , •.• ,, •..... , •••••••••••.... 
Remedios (Havana) .•••••••••••••••• , .......... , ...... , ........... . 
Cuban Seed Leaf ..................................... , ......... .. 
Zimmer Spanish .•••.•..••.•.•••.•..••••••••••••..••••••••.•...... 
Comstock Spanish....... . • . . • . .. . • • ........................... .. 
Vuelta de Abago .................................................. . 
Conquerer ........ ............................... .. ... ·····•····· 
Hestor ....... ............ ·· · · · · · · · .. ·. • · · ·· ·•· ·· ••• • • • · · · · · · · • · · · · Rano de Sumatra. • .. • • .. .. .. • • .. .. .. .. ............... . ......... . 
Deli de Sumatra ................................................ .. 
Impol'Wd &van&. ....... , , ..................... , ........... . 
140 22+ 
139 ~ot • 
180 95 
240 29 
222 28+ 
163 2Hf, 
147 22 
131 18y 
47 7 
71 9 
117 16! 
121 181-
149 22 
82 Ui 
131 16! 
91 1' 
89 14t 
84 12i 
87 15 
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The quality was found so poor that it was not graded. 
Plot 13 was planted with ''Little Dutch" and Plot 14 with 
Improved Havana and Connecticut 8eed Leaf. A thorough test 
<>f the merits of these three varieties was therefore obtained. Of · 
these the Improved Havana was the best not only in yielding 
a superior leaf but a larger percentage of ~rappers. · 
The Connecticut Seed Leaf was next, while the Little Dutch 
proved most too dark and heavy to make suibable cigar wrapper~ 
EXPERIMENTS IN FERTILIZING. 
The land d_evoted to these experiments bad been used for the 
past three years in similar experiments with cotton. In order 
that the previous fertilization might ncrt interfere with the re· 
sults the width of the rows (5 feet) was unchanjted. To still' 
further insure this result the Rame fertilizers (though va.r!"'ing in 
(}nantity) as had been used with cotton were applied. It is 
rather unfortunate that the same variety was not planted on all 
the plot.s, as this would have made the results alsolutely com-
parative. 'l'be discrepancy due to this cause is not as great as it 
would seem, however, for the small varieties, Little Dutch and 
Improved Havana, were planted much closer in the drill than 
the large leafed Connecticut Seed Leaf . 
. 
PREPARA'l'ION OF LAND. 
It was broken in the fall with two horse 'plow. Rebroken 
and bedded in the spring. and made -suitable for planting with 
the h~rrow. The seed beds were inadequate for the supply of 
plants enough at one time to complete the planting&. Hence 
transplanting extended from April 17th to 27tb, (For details of 
transplanting S'ee Bulletin No 33.) 
The questions proposed or solution were : The needs of the 
soil to grow tobacco and the forms and quantities in which the 
different fertilizing ingredients should be applied. The fertili· 
zers were appEed in the drill and thorough1y mixed wi~b the 
soil just before transplanting. 
In the experimentR Nitrogen is used in the form of Nitrate 
of Boda, Sulphate of Ammonia, Dried BI'ood, Fish Scrap a'nd 
Ootton Seed Meal, and such quantities of each were taken so as 
... 
' 
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to contain 48 ponnds of Nitrogen for one ration. Therefore in 
the table, 1 Dried Blood or 1 Cotton Seed Meal, etc., mean such 
quantities of each have been taken as to contain 48 pounds of 
Nitrogen. When t or 2 have been used before the substance it 
means 24 or 96 pounds. This same application applies to Phos· 
phate and Potash compounds. The former being used under 
the forms of Dissolved Bone Black Acid Phosphate, Charleston 
Floats and Slag Meal and 72 pounds of Phosphoric Acid are 
reckoned one ration. Potash is used under the forms of Kainite, 
Sulphate, Muriate and Nitrate, and oO pounds are deeJlled one 
ration. Mixed Minerals in the following tableS means 1 Acid 
Phosphate (containing 72 pound~ of Phosphoric Acid) and 1 Sul· 
phate of Potash (containing 50 pounds of Potash.) 
Basal Mixture means 1 Nitrate Soda (containing 4:8 pounds 
Nitrogen) and 1 Sulphate of Potash (with 50 pound~ Potash). 
Nitrogen Phosphate is 1 Nitrate Soda (48 pounds Nitrogen) and 
1 Acid Pbospll_ate (72 pounds Phosphoric Acid). · 
· By substitution of the above in the tables a clear knowledge 
of the fertilizer (and quantity used) will be obtaiued. 
It will be observed that the fertilizers have been used in 
such a manner so as to answer what ingredients (Nitrogen, Phos· 
phoric Acid and Potash) are needed on this soil and what forms 
and quantities best supply the wants of this plant. 
Three experiments in each plot have lfeen left unfertilized lio 
obtain the natural yield of the soil, while occasional experiments 
are made with only two of the ingredients, applied so as to test 
the effect of the absence of each when the other two are applied. 
Cotton Seed Meal alone, of the Nitrogenous forms used, contains 
both Phosphoric Acid (3 per cent.) and Potash (2 per cent.) Nl· 
trate of Potash contains both. Nitrogen and Potash, but due al· 
lowance has been made for its content of Nitrogen when using it. 
· as a source of Potash • 
. In Table XUI two, and in Table XlV three experiment.a 
marked with an * have been cured by removing the leaves from 
the growing stalks in the field and curing them on wired sticks, 
hence the variation in loss in curing, in the former averaging 
about 86 per cent., and in the latter 92 per cent. of 'heir green 
weights • 
• 
It is perfectly evident that the fertilizers have increased 
quantity and quality. · Unfertilized plats have given decreased 
• yields and poor quality of tobacco. 
The experiments strongly support a mixture of Phosphates 
and Nitrogen. The effects of Potash are not so apparent. The 
forms best adapted t.o this soil and plant .are not declared by these 
-experiment.& The quantity of fertilizer required for best results 
under tobacco is known to be large and probably not reached in 
above experiments. It is hardly safe to apply in the drill larger 
quantities thal) are here used, and hence another year )arger 
quantities will be used broadcast. 
The yields of dry leaf; with one exception, cured py the leaf 
process, were much £lmaller than similar experiments cured on 
the stalk. 
y , 
;.. -. ' 
• 
' 
How Fertilized. 
TABLE XIII: 
] 
= 0 
Yield per 
acre, 
pounds. 
1 S Bas.al Mixture.········· C April 17 June 5 July- 5 Aug. 5 Stalk air cured 16464 1253 ? l Dissolved Bone 31aok. \ · 
1 Dissolved Bone Blaoli:. 
Peroentage-of 
92.39 17 .88 27 .94 22.35 ._ 22.35 
92.34 27 .47 32.97 24.18 8.79 
3 B&&al Mixture.········· " " " " " " " 17428 1260 !12.83 26.66 33.34 24.45 13.34 
2 1 B&&al Mirlnre •••.•••••. I " " " " ,, " " 16632 1274 
l Acid Phosphate. • • • • • • • 
• 1
8 aeaA ld MPihxtureh ·te· • • • ·• • • · t " June 7 July 8 " " " '· 18088 1260 93.04 16.67 
e1 oepa ••••••• \" . 40.00 0.00 
7.70 
21.12 13.34 
20.b'9 72.41 
30.80 51.92 
5 Basal Johxture......... •• • June 24 July 26 Aug. 25 Leaf air cured. 6132 812" 86.76 0.00 
6 No wauure....... •• • • • • • . • " June 12 July 9 Ang. 5 lStalk air oured. 8736 728 91.67 0.00 
7 Basal Mixture.······•·· 1 April 19 Juno 8 July 9 " " " ·• 17304 1211 92.98 13.64 
I Flollte •.•... • •• •• •• •• • 
32.37 20.46 20.46 
8 Bas"l Mixture •••••••••• 1 Slag Meal .••.••.••••• : 
9 Mixed Minerals .•••••••• 
" 
,, July 10 July 25 Leuf fiue cured. 12012 1442" 88.00 12.13 43.69 19.42 17 .48 
t Cotton Seed Meal. .... . July 8 Aug. 5 Stalk atr oured. 15932 1211 " " 
10 Mind Mlntrals ..... • •• · April 22 1 Cotton Seed Meal ..... . " " 
" 
June 11 " 11 
1 Cotton Seed Meal ••••. 
4 Lha. dulphate Potash. 
12 No ml\nnre...... •• • • • • •• . • " June 13 " 
Ji Cotton Seed Meal .••• 13 ~ Mixed. Minerals •. ·•••••· f April 24 June 10 July 9 
14 lllixed Mrner11ols.... .• • • • " " " 2 Cotton Seed Meal ..... . 
" 
,, 
" 
.. 
" " 
" " 
.. .. 
" " 
" " 
,, 
" 
" " 
" " 
17696 1288 
16688 1225 
8624 686 
19264 1351 
19908 1428 
92.40 13.87 43.92 27.74 11.56 
92.72 20.65 38.04 28.26 8.70 
92.66 13.71 38.86 26.28 16.00 
92.02 0.00 10.20 24.49 59.18 
92.99 10.36 25.39 16.56 31.08 
92 .. 83 7.84 15.64 29.41 23.52 
10.47 l 
6.591 
2.21 
8.87 I 
6.oo I 
9.ss I 
13.07 ~ 
~ 7.28·c: 
ell 
2.91; 
8 
4.35 ~ 
5.15 .!? 
~ 1::~~ I 
23.59 
15 ~ Mixed Min.orals. ........ f April 26 1 It Sulphate Ammonia .•• " " " " " 3.83 17 .03 34.06 15.3'1 29.36 92.44 " 19348 1463 
16 ~ Mixed Minerals......... " Jn'ne 12 2 Sulphate Ammoni& •••• " " " " 92.72 0.00 15.05 32.26 28.00 24.69 " 17892 1302 
17 l SulphatejAmmonia .•• • l " " July 10 July 25Leaf1loe cured. 11536 1274 88.96 4.40 39.60 22.00 30.80 
4 Lb•. linlphate Potash. S " " 
18 No ma1uue...... ... • • •• •.. .July 16 Aug. 10 Stu.lk ajr oured. 8568 700 91.83 0.00 0.00 12.00 80.00 
•Leavee 0D11. Other experimenta lDolade 1ta1.ll1. 
3.20 I 
8.00 J 
.... 
.... 
8 
. 
-" 
. 
. 
~ 
~ Yield per Peroontng6 of 
A od .9 ~ ac~e • 
a 8 
... 
.... 
I'S pounds. o..:i ~ i!i. 
1: . R l . 1 .. 
0 "' <f • 
! How Fertilized. al 
.... 
bCl al ., ~ 
'a. 
0 al .. 
.. 
od .. 'cl ~•B II= 
.. ;, .lit 
"'1 R "' 
.. "3 0 i:l -ti R..111 ao ..... .lltt .. .. 
... 
a;,-·...i .. .. "' 
0 
.. 
"" ~ .. ..a "' "' C) aS
 c ..a .. 
"' 
~ .e e 
~ "" ... ~ "' 
.. :.;~i= bCl., .. "' r:> 
Ii!< 
0 ti:: "" :s 
.. 
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l Mixed Minerala ......... April 18 June 7 Jul' 5 Aug. 5 S\alk air cured. 11872 994 91.Ga 15.50 17.0
0 45.00 19.7l 
) 
1 S~hate .Ammonia •.•• 
2.79 c5 
2 Mi Minerals. •..••••• .. " " " 
I• .. 
r:> 
l Dried Blood ••••••.••• 
.. 15484 1183 92.36 35.30 21.17 !!8.22 12.70 "2.61 ~ 
3 Mixed .Minerals •••••.••. 
13 .. 251 al 
1 1''ish Se.rap ............ " 
.. .. 
" 
.. .. 
" 
16100 1057 93.44 37.09 19.86 26.49 3 .31 = 
4 Mlled Minerals ..••••••. 
~ 
.. June 10 July 10 July 25 Leiif flue cured. "10332 1470 85.77 1.3.34 41.90 20.95 17.14 
c:> 
1 Cotton Seed .Meal ..••• 
6.67 ~ 
... 
5' Mixed Minerals ......... 
" 1 Cotton Sood Heal .•••• April 23 July 5Aug. 
5 Stalk air cured. 14280 1141 92.01 29·45 18.40 29.45 18.41 4.29 !3 
6 No manlll'6. ............... .. June 17!Jnly 16 Aug. 15 .. 
.. 
" 
8288 721 91.30 0.00 0.00 15.~ 70.00 14.47 z 
7 l Nitro~e!l Phosphate ..... f April 17 June 8July JO July 25 Leat flue cured. *10780 1477 86.30 8.53 47 .39 17.06 18.96 8.06 l} lf:&1mte .............. 
8 Nitrogen PbOBphate ..••• .. 
" 
.. .. 
" " " 
• 11200 1561 f6.07 14.35 35.87 26.88 19.73 3.171 
I Kainite ................ 
9 ~ Nitrogen Phosphate .•••. ~ i M. nnate Potash .•. -· ••• .. " July 5 Aug. 10 Stalk air cured. 15932
 1218 92.36, 26.37 2i.45 30.73 17.56 4.09~ 
10 Nitrogen Phosi>hate. .... 
aS 
11 
1 !'lllriate Potash ........ " 
.. .. .. .. .. .. 18060 1372 92·401 28.57 26.53 24.50 16.33 4.07 ~ 
-
Nitrogen Phosphate. •••••• April 20 June IO July 4 .. " 
.. .. 15423 1302 91.56, 22.58 3'l.2:i 28.00 15 05 2.12 "g 
12 No manure......... .. •• • • • " " July 8 " 
.. 
" 
.. 7448 812 89.101 o.oo 3.45 20.67 6:.l.01 13.87 JJ 
13 ~ Nitrogen Phosphate. •••• ~ A ril 22 .. July 4 .. .. " .. 17080 1246 92.71 27 .oo 25.84 29.21 11
.23 6.72'E 
, i Snlphat.e Potaab.. . • • • • P 
u i Nitro~ Phosphate ••••• ~ ~· 
" 
.. .. .. 
" 
.. i232 93.65 43.18 
'2 
l 8nlp te Potash....... ' 
19376 25.01 18.18 11.36 2.27 ~ 
- i 0:11.' "·" . al 15 ~ Ni~gen Phosphate ..... t April 24 June 12 .. " .. " .. 18816 30.27 25.95 8.65 2.70~ i 1otrate Potash •...•••• 
1'6 1 Nitrogen Phosphate.. • • • " .. .. .. .. " .. 17584 1302 92.56 25.81 21.50 32.25 12.91 7.531 1 Nitrate P~8h ........ 
17 Nitrogen Phosphate ••••••• April 27 " July :I .. .. 
(I .. 13832 116· 91.60 13.25 19.27 43.36 19.27 4.851 
18 No manure.... • • • .. • .. • .. . " June 17 July 15 Ang. IO 
.. 
" " 
6608 686 89.6:.l o.oo .!l.00 4.08 83.67 l!U!5) 
. 
•Leaves only. Other experiments include 11talke. 
' I 
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An inspection of foregoing tables will convince a thoughtful 
student of the necessity of using intelligence and discretion 
in the growing of tobacco. The yield in quantity and quality 
are here plainly infi~enced by both fertilizers and variety of seed 
used. Indeed it appears that after the right variety of seed is 
obtained that the highest yield per acre and highest proportion 
of best wrappers are se~ured by heavy fertilization, facts which 
-are encouraging to every progressive agriculturist. The tables 
give the percentages of wrappers, binders and fillers for each ex· 
periment. It should be remembered that the largest quantity of 
first wrappers is the de~iderat'lm aimed at by the cigar tobacco 
grower. 
ALLUVIAL LANDS. 
~ 
The experiments here were not successful. The seasons 
made the bottoms too wet for tobacco. A limited quantity of 
fertilizers was here used. The resnlt..s in quantity are fair, but 
the quality poor; no wrappers, the bulk of it being fillers. An· 
-0ther thorough test will be given on these land& the coming sea· 
son. 
i'IELD OF TOBACCO ON ALLUVIAL LANDS OF MISSISSIPPI RIVER. 
' 
g ~ oS 
. 
ti . .. 
i:i. ~ 
'Variety. · l Method of curing. d 1-~ i t t 1 C) .-. 'ti 'ti <ii go iXl ~ ~ ii: E-1 0 
--
Havana 
---
Seed Leaf April 30 July 6 July 19 Aug. 20 Air onred on stalk •. 9660 740 
Imported 
May .6 July 8 July 20 Havana .. Aug. 20 Air oured on stalk .. 13230 1060 
<Jometook • 
Spanish.. 
East Hart-
May 6 July 8 July 19 Aug. 20 Air oured on stalk .. 11620 920 
tord ...... May 7 July 8July 20 Ang. 20 Air onred on stalk .. 11693 967 
LI tile Dutch ~ril so July 4 July 19 A.ug. 20 Air onred on stalk .. 11070 935 
Hester ay 7 July 12 Ang. 2 Aug. 8 Snow method ••... 4887 747 
<Jonquer .... April 30 July 6 Aug. S.Aug. 8 Snow method .•••• 6460 1030 
METHODS OF CU.RnTG. 
Three methods of curing were tested, i. ~.: Air cure on the 
stalk. Pulling the leaves in the field, placing them on the Snow 
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sticks and air curing. Curing by beat in the Snow barn on 
sticks. 
The most of the crop was cured by the first method, which 
is usually practiced by all cigar tobacco growers. No difficulty 
was experienced during the period of excessive dampness, when 
it was necessary to keep up a little heat in the stoves provided 
for that purpose. During our warm, dry weather the leaf cares 
rapidly on the stalk, being generally ready for stripping in 30 
days. ,The objections to this method are' that the stalks are 
bulky to handle and it requires a great deal of barn room. 
The air curing on the sti.cks does away largely with both 
these objections. With tl;lis process tbe leaf curPS somewhat 
more rapidly than when on the stalk, and as far as WP can judge 
is of as good qualit.y. The great saving in barn room occom-
plished by this method renders it worthy of further investiga-
tion. 
With bright leaf tobaccos the ·flue curing is especially recom-
mended largely on account of the saving of barn room. A. barn 
16 x 20 x 20 is capable of curing the product of five or more acres, 
whereas the stalk air method reqnires many times that space. 
This is explainable by the fact that t\le bright leaf is cured so 
much more rapidly by the flue. . 
Several attempts were made to test the adaptability of the 
Snow barn to the curin·g of cigar tobacco, but without decided 
success. Qnick and rapip curing in a few· days was.fn our bands 
a failure. Slow coring, using heat continually, succeeded better, 
bnt was not satisfactory. Slow curing with closed ventilatoftl, 
opening only occasionally to exclude excessiv~ moisture which 
is proving prejudicial to the leaf, was p~cticed with some de· 
gree of success. Time spent in curing by ~he latter process 15 
days. Our unfamiliarity with the Snow barn may have occa· 
11ioned our failure. It is believed that by further experiments 
this barn may be made to accomplish good curing, though the 
time must be extended considerably beyond that now required 
for the yellow leaf, and such being the case, the economy of the 
Snow barn is largely eliminated. 
No financial statement:of..tbis:crop can now be made. The 
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tobacco is "in case'' and will remain there until early summer, at 
which time it will be offered on our markets and made i.nto ci· 
gars. Experts pronounce it the equal of that grown i'n Connec· 
ticut. The yield was good. It would have been much larger 
had narrower rows been used in planting. 
Sufficient data have been obtained to justify the recommen· 
-Oation of beginning on a small Reale the cultivation of cigar leaf 
on our bluff soils. Intelligent handling froin seed bed to market 
is imperatively demanded to obtain highest :financial results and 
small areas studied carefully, will soon :fit the farmer for larger 
-0nes and gradually lead him by increased profits into its adop· 
tion as a substitute for cotton. The Station will render every 
assistance in its power in developing this new industry. 
•' 
, . 
,. 
